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CLIENT 
- The Walrus Magazine 

PROJECT RATIONALE 
- Ever since I was little I have been fishing off my grandpas boat for ling cod and salmon, and every year since then I have 

noticed a large difference in the fish population due to over fishing and the many man - made threats such as leaks from 
open net - pen water fish farming, chemical leaks and modified diseases. The new GE fish is a genetically modified salmon 
that is part chinook salmon and part regulatory switch from another fish. This enables the salmon to product growth 
hormones all the time and grow much faster than a regular salmon, reaching 4 times a bigger size. This salmon takes up less 
food, and is grown faster, thus being cheaper to make. Canada has accepted this fish already. GE fish may already be in your 
dish, and sold in super markets as filets, or in a restaurants meal that does not list where the fish is from. It seems that the 
proliferation of GE animals seems inevitable.  

CONTENT 
- This project will consist of a cover for The Walrus Magazine, with three accompanying spot illustrations. For the article 

Please enjoy your genetically modified dinner by Christopher Pollon. 

TONE OF VOICE 
- Refreshingly truthful  
- Intriguing  
- Matter - of - fact 
- Serious 
- Caring 
- Authoritative  
- Conversational  
- Frank  
- Provocative 
- Slightly threatening  

MESSAGE 
- We want people to be educated on genetically engineered fish and have awareness of the fact that they are now sold in 

our every day grocery stores without proper labeling. If GM salmon escape into the wild, they will put the future of wild 
Atlantic salmon populations at risk. We have the right to know and choose what we buy and consume.  

DIRECTIONS 
- There are two ways of taking this project:  

1) Ecological Danger  
-natural fish becoming extinct because genetically engineered fish have mixed and mingled with the wild. 
-Target audience: Fishermen, Environmentalists  

2) Labeling 
-People are being sold GE fish behind their backs 
-mislabeling products 
-human connection to the food   
-people who care what they eat and where it comes from  
-Target audience: The general public, more wide range of readers of Walrus Magazine, West Coast, Health conscious people, 
Environmentalists 

DELIVERABLES  
- Brief 
- Moodboards 
- Sketches  
- Final cover and spots 




